MASTERY SUPERVISION

-

-

Implement activities which promote the development
of referencing and regulating for children at different
stages
Document progress

Booking

Supervision can usually be arranged with at least 1 month’s
notice. To arrange a workshop please contact, David Loyst
604-760-6787 or david@randrforautism.com .

Cost
Reference and Regulate Mastery
Supervision

$750

Name:_________________________________

Participants of the R&R Intervention Workshop have the
opportunity to use clinical supervision of sessions with a
child to master skills learned in the workshop. Sessions
videos are sent to the consultant and a videoconference
is arranged to analyze the session. Initially a series of 4
sessions is booked for supervision.

Address:________________________________

Inter venti on Maste ry – Level One – Indi vidual
Inter venti on
Mastery at this level is given to participants who show the
ability to work with one child with ASD. This level of
mastery indicates that the participant is able to work with
one child with ASD under the supervision of an R&R
consultant. The participant will be able to:
- Create an environment conducive to productive
intervention sessions for a specific child
- Implement activities which promote the
development of referencing and regulating for a
specific child
- Document progress

Postal/Zip Code: ________________________

Inter venti on Maste ry – Level T wo –
Comp reh ensiv e Interventi on
Mastery at this level is given to participants who show the
ability to work with children at ASD with different stages.
This level of mastery indicates that the participant is able
to work with children with ASD under the supervision of
an R&R consultant. The participant will be able to:
- Create an environment conducive to productive
intervention sessions for children at different
stages
LOYST & ASSOCIATES AUTISM SERVICES INC.

City:___________________________________
Province/State: __________________________

Phone:_________________________
E-mail: ________________________

LEARN TO LOOK. LOOK TO LEARN.
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